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Installation:

GoBoard® Shower System and Tile Backer Board Underlayment shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the applicable code(s).

When provided drains must comply with ASME A112.18.2/CSA B125.2 as applicable.

The GoBoard® and GoBoard® Wedge panels are cut to size with a basic utility knife and installed on a level subfloor with dry set or polymer modified thin-set mortars compliant with ANSI A118.1 and A118.4, respectively. For curbed shower installations, adhere GoBoard® Curb to subfloor with sealant and secure in place with screws as needed. For a waterproof tileable shower pan compliant with ANSI A118.10 and IAPMO PS-106, seal all joints with sealant following the GoBoard® Point Drain manufacturer’s installation instructions. The GoBoard® Point Drain cover riser is to be supported by thin-set mortar and the height can be adjusted while tiling to better match the final tile elevation around drain cover. Since the GoBoard® Point Drain body uses a friction fit to secure the drain cover riser, code approved alternative risers and drain covers can be used in place of the provided drain cover and riser.

Models:

GoBoard® Shower System consists of the GoBoard® and GoBoard® LT Tile Backer Boards, GoBoard® Wedge, GoBoard® Curb, GoBoard® Point Drain and GoBoard® Point Drain Tile-in Riser and can be installed in residential and light commercial tile applications and can be cut right where it’s installed with a basic utility knife. The GoBoard® products are waterproof and only require waterproofing at the joints and fastener penetrations. The outer surface of all GoBoard® products is compatible with both dry set and polymer modified thin-set mortars compliant with ANSI A118.1 and A118.4, respectively. The GoBoard® products are also compatible with most sealants and liquid waterproofing membranes enabling several methods for waterproofing joints and fastener penetrations, see a list of Johns Manville’s recommended products at www.jm.com/goboard. The GoBoard® Tile Backer Board, GoBoard® Wedge, and GoBoard® Curb are constructed from high compressive strength closed cell foam resulting in a water vapor permeance value of less than 1 perms, capability to hold 24” of hydrostatic pressure for at least 48 hours, ability to achieve greater than 50 psi shear bond strengths and a light commercial floor rating with standard setting materials.

GoBoard® is available in 3’x5’ and 4’x8’ boards in 6 thicknesses:
- 1/4” for floors and countertops
- 1/2” for walls, showers, ceilings and floors
- 5/8” for walls, showers, ceilings and floors (4’x8’ only)
- 1”, 1.5” and 2” for walls, benches, shelves, tub surrounds, vanities and countertops (4’x8’ only)

GoBoard® LT is available in 3’x5’ and 4’x8’ boards in 2 thicknesses:
- 1/4” for floors and countertops
- 1/2” for walls, showers, and ceilings

GoBoard® Wedge is available in 4’x4’ and 4’x8’ boards in 1 thickness:
- 1/8” x 1 1/8” for shower pans with 1/4” per foot slope

GoBoard® Curb is available in 2.5” x 3.5” x 48” and 60” sizes

GoBoard® Point Drain Tile-in Riser is available in 4” x 4”

GoBoard® Point Drain includes a pre-assembled drain with integrated membrane, drain cover assembly, mixing valve seal, pipe collar and clamping collar screws which are required to field fabricate a tileable shower receptor of varying sizes using GoBoard® Wedge panels.

Conditions of Listing:

1. All GoBoard® products shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions and the applicable code(s).
2. The GoBoard® products are manufactured by Johns Manville under a quality control program with annual surveillance inspections by ICC-ES.